Daf Re’eh
Shabbat Rosh Chodesh
Friday 10th August 2018
Candle Lighting
5.04pm
Maariv
6.15pm

Shabbat 11th August 2018
Shacharit
9.00am
Mincha
4.50pm
Maariv
6.01pm

Rosh Chodesh Elul is on Saturday & Sunday 11/12 August.

A word from the Rabbi
“These are the statutes that you shall observe to do in the land ... you shall surely destroy
all the places that the nations have worshipped their gods there....”
Religious tolerance, according to Judaism, has its limits. Within a monotheistic framework
we have always been tolerant and even promoted gentilic spiritual expression, be it Islam,
Bahai or Christianity. Regarding the polytheistic faiths, Judaism has maintained a stance
of staunch intolerance. In the land of Israel we take it a step further, aggressively pursuing
and eradicating any semblance of idols.
The term the Torah uses to describe this destruction is תאבד תאבדון, a double verb
meaning to eradicate. Rashi explains the need for the duplication:

מכאן לעוקר עבודת כוכבים שצריך לשרש אחריה
“From here we see that in order to completely uproot idolatry one has to go to the root of
the matter.”
What is the root of the matter?
In the world of medicine, it is crucial that we distinguish between the symptoms and the
disease. If we diagnose a symptom as the disease, we may mistreat it and the patient’s
condition may worsen. Symptoms are the body’s warning signs, alerting us to the
underlying problems. If we treat the symptom, it may pass, but the disease will stay intact.
We mustn’t treat the symptom, we must treat the problem.
Our emotional health follows a similar pattern; social dysfunction is usually a symptom, not
a problem. Alcoholism isn’t a problem, it is a symptom. The issue that
led the individual to drink is the problem. Drugs aren’t the problem, the issue/s that turn
people to drugs are the problem.
Drugs/alcohol/gambling are forms of self-medication, used to desperately try to cure the
individual’s disease. If we stop someone drinking but don’t treat the underlying problem,
it is a matter of time before they relapse - if not with alcohol, then with another addiction.

Similarly, the thirsty soul yearning for spirituality may find it in idolatry - the idol may give
relief to the anguished spirit. But idols are not the problem; they are a symptom of spiritual
malnourishment. Unless we nourish the soul, destroying the idol is futile.
This plague of misdiagnosis greets us on every front. Poor shul attendance isn’t a problem.
Intermarriage isn’t a problem. Apathy towards being Jewish isn’t a problem. They are
all symptomatic of deeper underlying problems and unless we directly address those
problems, we will suffer the symptoms all of our lives.

Shabbat shalom

We wish a hearty Mazal Tov on your Bar/Bat Mitzvah Anniversary to:
Zachary Gordon
Rebecca Griesz
Kevin Joffe
Daniel Kangisser
Gregory Lippy
Avigdor Saks		
Yaron Saks
Les Saretzki
Jonathan Wray

We wish a hearty Mazal Tov on your Wedding Anniversary to:

Jeff and Helen Einstein
David and Shelley Evian
Alan and Natalie Treisman

Ari and Cara Esterman
Mark and Natasha Saus

We wish long life to the following Members who commemorate Yartzeit this week:
Cherrise Levitan		
David Glasser		
Ivan Gordon		
Melanie Schapiro		
Cheryl Frank		
Mo Levitt and
Simcha Levitt		
Jeremy Levitt		
Eliot Levin		
Lesley Abelsohn		
Jeffrey Glazer		
Barbara Kaplan		
Lovelle Israelson		
Natalie Levitt		
Janice Schneider		
Calvin Stein		
Ingrid Maze 		
Selwyn Stoch		
Ryan Vinokur		
Robyn Weinberg		

for her mother		
for his father		
for his father		
for her father		
for her mother		

Julie Barkhan
Reuben Glasser
Wolf Gordon
Morris Isaacman
Rose Katzen

for their son		
for his brother		
for his father in law
for her father		
for his sister		
for her father		
for her nephew		
for her sister		
for her father		
for his grandmother
for her mother		
for his sister		
for his father		
for her mother		

David Levitt
David Levitt
Joseph Miller
Claude Reitstein
Sandy Saks
Manuel Salis
Laurence Shane
Michelle Silove
Hymie Slon
Molly Stein
Edna Stern
Myrna Stoch
Abraham Vinokur
Brenda Yodaiken

Whatsapp Micro-shiurim
Sign up for series by texting
MP/MH/MD to 0406 048 415
The Micro-Parsha (MP)
[Monday- Friday]
Minute/Day insight & summary
of the parsha
The Micro-Halacha (MH)
[Monday- Friday]
Minute/Day Halacha on
contemporary halachic issues
Mini-Drosha (MD)
3 minutes personal
development idea from
contemporary events and
the Weekly parsha. Delivered
every Friday

